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garnished with lovely little fried mushrooms.
Pastas are crowd favourites, especially chitarra
with just-cooked chunks of lobster and a tomatogarlic sauce. It’s very good but lacks a brightness
of flavour that would make it really sing. Mains
all appeal, from big steaks and chops to artfully
assembled fish dishes and special treats like
pancetta-wrapped boneless Cornish hen. Closed
Sunday. Mains $34–$48. 265 Davenport Rd. (at
Avenue Rd.), 416-515-0009. WV

NOCE SSS
The open kitchen sizzles, the party room roars with
guffaws, and the ebullient owners, Guido Saldini
and Elena Morelli, work Noce’s small room like a
family reunion. The Wine Spectator Award–winning
cellar (nine years running) is a big draw, as regulars
sacrifice their kids’ educations for vintage superTuscans. On one visit, deboned quails are wrapped
in guanciale, stuffed with figs and roasted to a crisp
mahogany sheen; the breast meat is a tad dry, but
a bed of fregola sarda and woodsy porcini more
than compensates. A moist olive oil and poached
pear cake is served with a scoop of brilliant trufflehoney gelato. Mains $18–$49. 875 Queen St. W. (at
Walnut Ave.), 416-504-3463. OVA
Obikà S
Tucked into a corner of Brookfield Place’s
gorgeous, swooping Santiago Calatrava–designed
atrium, Obikà is the first Canadian outpost of
the Italian cheese chain. It’s a brilliant place to
sample ultra-fresh buffalo milk mozzarella.
Creamy burrata is easily the sexiest cheese on the
planet. It’s served in great abundance here, as part
of the $34 mozzarella platter (a must), and on top
of a risotto that would be humdrum without it but
soars instead. The cheese is by far the best reason
to come here; aside from the good desserts and wellmade pizzas, the rest of the menu is disappointing.
One night’s slimy, discoloured arugula salad is a
disgrace. Closed Sunday. Mains $10–$19. 181 Bay St.
(at Wellington St. E.), 416-546-1062. WV

Where he goes for great steaks, icy treats
and a day at the races
My splurge
House of Chan on Eglinton West
makes some of the best steaks and
lobster in the city. I usually order
the strip loin, fried rice and these
delicious shrimp that are deep-fried
and wrapped in bacon.
My morning hangout
I go to the Woodlot for breakfast
quite a bit. I have the Red Fife bread
with some butter and a good cup
of black coffee, and I’m good to go.
My father-son bonding spot
Ding Tai Fung Shanghai Dim Sum
in Markham is a great place to take
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children, or at least mine—Simon,
who’s six years old. The menu has
a lot of options, and the servers
treat kids really well.
My escape
I like going to Woodbine racetrack,
because you can eat outside and
watch the ponies go by. It’s like
dinner and a show.
My guilty pleasure
I have a thing for the peanut butter
and chocolate ice cream from
Baskin Robbins. I’ve been going
back to it for years.

Pizza e Pazzi S1
This latest entrant in Toronto’s ongoing
Neapolitan pizza war is a great addition to Corso
Italia. The room is modern and casual, with sliding
glass doors that open out onto St. Clair West, and
the pies—flash-fired in a wood-burning oven by
a young, dark and handsome pizzaiolo who wears
a kerchief around his neck—will taste familiar
to aficionados of Queen Margherita and Pizzeria
Libretto. The best thing about the pizzas is their
soft-crispy crust, which comes nicely charred (but
not too much) and fragrant with woodsmoke. The
margherita pizza is excellent: simple, deeply flavoured San Marzano tomato sauce and creamy Italian buffalo mozzarella, just the way it’s supposed
to be. Even the dessert pizza is excellent: that same
great crust slathered with Nutella and melting
banana rounds. Other menu offerings are hit-andmiss. The gnocchi is brought in rather than made
in-house, and the lasagna, though nicely prepared,
is a tad too basic—there’s, good, meat-enriched
tomato sauce and a puddle of well-made béchamel
on top, but little else to it. Mains $14–$19. 1182 St. Clair
Ave. W. (at Dufferin), 647-352-7882. WV
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OSTERIA CICERI E TRIA S1
If the service wasn’t inept, Osteria, the Terroni
chain’s most intimate location, could be one of the
best mid-range restaurants in the city. The tiny
room is always loud and cheerful. The food, typical
Apulian tavern dishes from Italy’s southeast, is
consistently excellent. Green olives come stuffed
with pork, beef and parmigiano, then deep-fried
and topped with lemon zest and red peppers. Orecchiette di farro—little ears of dense spelt pasta—
come tossed with fried eggplant, ricotta and stewed
tomatoes. Otherworldly desserts, like espresso con
zabaglione, may require a pair of elastic-waisted
pants. Closed Sunday. Mains $12–$15. 106 Victoria
St. (at Richmond St. E.), 416-955-0258. WV
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BISTRO
BEAST S
Less than a year after he took over as chef at Wine
Bar, Scott Vivian and his wife, Rachelle, set out on
their own in the former Amuse-Bouche space. The
resulting restaurant, however, is uneven: the cooking is unbalanced, and the room somehow feels more
tired than ever. That said, Beast is a good local, and
the dishes that work are worth the visit. Vivian’s
seared elk loin is nicely cooked and served with
wild-foraged lamb’s quarters (you can usually find
the weeds growing in untended gardens around the
city in summer), good spaetzle and a mole with the
right slow heat but the complexity of a Twilight flick.
The coffee, curated by Sam James of the eponymous
Harbord coffee shop, is excellent. Closed Sunday
to Tuesday. Mains $16–$26. 96 Tecumseth St. (at
Whitaker Ave.), 647-352-6000. OE
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BIFF’S SS1
Oliver and Bonacini’s welcoming Front Street
standby bears many of the hallmarks of an
old-school bistro—belle époque posters, beef bourguignon, waiters in starched white aprons—and
after a decade serving the financial and pre-theatre
crowd, it should by all rights have turned a little
stale by now, but the feel and service are still fresh
and mostly fabulous, and chef Basilio Pesce has
smartly embraced locavore and nose-to-tail trends
to keep the cooking vital and totally up to date. His
seared Ontario pickerel, topped with a soft-poached
duck egg, has to be one of the nicest fish dishes in
the city; it’s set over an exceptionally well-made
smoked-haddock chowder that’s creamy, perfectly
seasoned and strewn with just-cooked root vegetables. There’s tongue salad, too: it’s pale, thinly
sliced and tender, with crisp mâche and whole sour
caper berries to keep the fat in check. The frites are
well made and served with red pepper and saffron
rouille. There are admirable little touches, such as
the house mustard and cornichons set on the table.
The baked-to-order madeleines and profiteroles are
perfection. Mains $18–$36. 4 Front St. E. (at Yonge),
416-860-0086. WOA
THE BLACK HOOF SSS
A few years after this Dundas West temple to
charcuterie became an instant hit, it’s still making
the best charcuterie in town. But the hot food steals
the show every time, like the crispy sweetbreads
smoked out behind the restaurant and served
with chanterelles and peas. With apologies to
Yitz, Pancer and Caplansky, the tongue sandwich
here is the best deli food in town. Owner Jen Agg’s
masterful mixing could make a happy drunk of
almost anyone; the wine list has personality but not
a lot of depth. No reservations. Closed Tuesday and
Wednesday. Mains $11–$24. 928 Dundas St. W. (at
Gore Vale Ave.), 416-551-8854. OAN
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BRAD’S | $30
The café-style interior here isn’t much to look
at—paintings by local artists share the walls with
bargain-basement art—but the food is very good.
Breakfast brings stroller-crammed mayhem,
along with tasty omelettes and crêpes. Dinner is far
quieter. Perfectly tender strip loin is nestled beside
a mountain of arugula salad and paprika-spiced
frites. Lamb shank braised with tomato, orange and
rosemary tops mashed yukon gold potatoes, rapini
and carrots. Homemade carrot cake (an occasional
special) is a strong finish. Closed Sunday to Tuesday
for dinner. 325 Roncesvalles Ave. (at Grenadier Rd.),
416-533-2723. VE
BROWNES BISTRO S
Except for a few worldly flourishes, the menu at
this somewhat staid bistro hasn’t changed much in
23 years. A zippy samosa is refashioned as a spring
roll, stuffed with a mixture of veggies perfumed
with garam masala; a sweet-and-sour mango dip
helps cool its fiery heat. Liver and frites is bistro

DavidNeinstein|CHEFATBArque
The pitmaster of the Roncesvalles
smokehouse names his favourite
foodie haunts
My special-occasion place
Carisma on King East is Italian fine
dining in the truest sense, with
great service and a superb wine
list. The duck raviolini is excellent.
My favourite brunch
I’m not really a breakfast guy, but
I like the dim sum at Sky Dragon in
the Dragon City mall at Spadina and
Dundas. It’s not fancy, but the food
is consistently good, and it’s fun.
My mixologist
Oliver Stern, the bartender at
the Toronto Temperance Society.

I completely trust him with any
drink I order.
My guilty pleasure
My favourite French cheese is BrillatSavarin, a decadent triple crème
treat from Alex Farms. It’s named
after Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin,
who said, “Tell me what you eat,
and I will tell you who you are.”
My pizza
I enjoy Pizzeria Libretto’s simple,
always tasty white pizza.
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as its own sub-genre. Hanoi 3 Seasons’ second location, in the centre of Leslieville, takes a small step
up the dining scale with distinctly un-Chinatown
mood lighting and unharried service. Spicy shrimp
soup with lemon grass and tamarind, and grouper
with dill (served as soup, vermicelli bowl or with
rice) exemplify the North Vietnamese kitchen:
the shrimp offers a suggestion of heat rather than
a smack in the face. The rich broth retains subtlety,
and the dill, though distinct, doesn’t overpower.
A huge bowl of curry-sautéed baby clams is more
colourful than spicy. The accompanying rice
crackers are cleverly microwave-puffed rather
than greasily fried. A salad of perfectly pink halved
shrimp and lotus shoots bursts with bright flavours; despite a warning from the server that some
people find it too chewy, it’s a nice mix of textures.
The signature dessert, a white chocolate mousse
bearing no relation to the Vietnamese kitchen, is
available only Thursday to Sunday, but condensed
milk Vietnamese coffee finishes the meal nicely.
Closed Monday. 1135 Queen St. E. (at Larchmount
Ave.), 416-469-3010. WOVA

MI MI | $30
It takes about five visits to work through Mi Mi’s
extensive menu of Vietnamese favourites. A lone
pho aficionado could spend the better part of a year
slurping different permutations of broth and
vermicelli. The lazily blinking fish in a tank up
front aren’t effusive in their greeting, but chef Tan
Phat Trieu makes up for their lugubriousness,
welcoming regulars by name. Shrimp salad rolls
are plump with tender prawns, rice noodles, basil
sprigs and chives. Pho tai, a bowl of rare beef,
silky noodles and rich, meaty broth, is a tasty cold
remedy. In the bun nem nuong cha gio bi, vermicelli
are buried under a heap of bean sprouts, julienne
veggies, shredded pork skin, a pork spring roll and
grilled pork sausages. Beer but no wine. 688 Gerrard
St. E. (at DeGrassi St.), 416-778-5948. W

The foodie behind midtown’s favourite
bakery and café on the city’s freshest,
liveliest flavours
My feels-like-home place
I’ve been going to Noce with my
family since I was 12. We go there
for a lot of special occasions.
The veal Milanese is so good.
My guilty pleasure
Nota Bene makes amazing onion
rings—they’re the thin, crispy
French kind with sea salt. They
come in a huge mound.
My sweet tooth
I am a huge dessert person. I really
enjoy the churros at Cava and
the coconut cream pie with white
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chocolate shavings and dark chocolate sauce at Scaramouche.
But nothing beats...
The lemon tart at Grace on College
Street. The best I’ve had in my life.
I had to go back a week after my
last visit just to order it again.
My kitchen staples
I’m a big fan of the Cheese Boutique, and always stock my kitchen
with black finishing salt, truffle
honey, salted capers and the bestquality anchovies.

PHO SAIGON | $30
This bright, family-run spot is an Asian anomaly
in the Eglinton-Warden strip mall jungle, which
is better known for Middle Eastern joints. The small
selection of starters brings some winners: ground
beef wrapped in fresh mint leaves, the little bundles
grilled until juicy, or a wonderfully eggy pancake
stuffed with bean sprouts, pork, shrimp and onion.
Pho delivers excellent star anise–infused broth that’s
loaded with filling al dente rice noodles. It’s a hearty
one-bowl meal, as are the bun bowls, which contain
vermicelli, peanuts and bean sprouts topped with
tender grilled chicken and a delicious pork and
shrimp spring roll. Unlicensed. 1921 Eglinton Ave. E.
(at Warden), 416-759-5999.

OUT OF TOWN
ABOUT THYME BISTRO SS
In an area laden with pricey tourist traps, this
sunny bistro on Vineland’s sparse retail strip is
a real find. Loyal regulars include local vignerons
and retirees, who come for the across-the-board
value that includes a reduced $10 corkage fee on
Lincoln County wines. Chef-owner Ryan Shapiro
offers a succinct prix fixe with modest supplements
for foie gras, steak and duck. The soupe du jour
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PHO HUNG | $30
The fluorescent-lit Pho Hung empire is as popular
as ever, despite the fact that flavours have become
a little Canadianized over its quarter-century reign.
Pho might be in its name, but the dish to order is
the inventive bun vermicelli bowl (number 24, to
be precise). Small, juicy beef sausages are wrapped
in mint and grilled, served alongside balls of
minced shrimp on sugar cane and doused in lime
and fish sauce. It offers the contrasting sweet, sour,
salty and spicy hits that make Southeast Asian food
great. Closed Sunday. 200 Bloor St. W. (at Avenue
Rd.), 416-963-5080; plus two other GTA locations.
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soggy and over-salted). A grilled pork chop is thick,
pink and succulent, with sweet peas and verdant
gnocchi-style dumplings soaking up the rich pan
juices. The much-lauded cask-conditioned ale from
Wellington Brewery may get beer geeks salivating,
but this antiquated brew tastes tepid and flat to
the average palate. Fortunately, there are six other
icy beers on tap, plus a diverse wine list that easily
trumps the selection of suds. Mains $15–$23. 35 Elm
St. (at Bay), 647-347-2712. OVAE
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REAL SPORTS S1
The two things you need to know about Maple Leaf
Sports and Entertainment’s enormous new bar
next to the ACC are that it has 199 televisions (one
of which, at 32 feet, is the largest high-definition
restaurant screen in North America) and that the
servers wear shrink-wrapped black mini dresses.
If those facts don’t entice you, executive chef Tony
Glitz’s sprawling and relatively inventive (for
a sports bar) menu just might. He flubs a few of
the more innovative dishes (like greasy, one-note
cheeseburger spring rolls) but aces the basics with
the sort of finesse his parent company’s hockey
team could only dream of. Fish and chips brings
a dinner plate–size fillet of haddock that’s as
delicious as any other version in the city (and only
$16), with crisp, flavourful fries and coleslaw. The
67-ounce steak is sided with a pound each of fries
and slaw; it’s free if you can eat it all in an hour and
costs double if you’re rooting for the Habs or Sens.
Thirty-six pricey beers on tap. Mains $14–$20.
15 York St. (at Bremner Blvd.), 416-815-7325. WON
TEN FEET TALL | $30
The mood is laid-back, almost to the point of raggedness (and some corners certainly could use
a scrubbing), but the young, hip crowd doesn’t seem
to mind. The busy kitchen issues mostly competent
comfort foods; the lone, woefully overtaxed server
gamely tries to keep up. Deep-fried calamari is
tender and accompanied by a beguilingly nippy
jalapeño mayo. The house green salad tastes
unpleasantly bitter despite candied almonds and
pear slices. A mac-and-cheese menu lets you build
your own from 28 ingredients. One gussied up with
portobellos, cheddar, spinach and bacon gets a nod
of approval from the server, and the results prove
to be fairly tasty, though in need of salt. A limited
wine selection; beer is a better option. 1381 Danforth
Ave. (at Gillard Ave.), 416-778-7333. OE
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THE THREE BREWERS | $30
This massive French chain brasserie (there are
dozens of them in France) feels authentic enough,
but the inclusion on the menu of such pedestrian
Canuck pub fare as bland poutine, flavourless
caesar salad and rubbery hamburgers seems an
incongruous concession to Leafs fans watching
flat screens and busloads of tourists who jam in
for pre-theatre grub. Smart money sticks with
the menu’s traditional French offerings, though
problems exist even there. Large pizza-like flammekueche, with their thin, cracker-like crusts, are
authentic but best shared by the whole table; such
varieties as the Québécoise (raclette, onion and
bacon) and L’Alsacienne (sauerkraut, onion, sausage
and gruyère) become tedious on their own. A superb
Belgian waffle erases many sins, as do some unusual
house-made beers, such as a wildly hoppy white ale.
275 Yonge St. (at Dundas), 647-347-6286. WN
WYLIE’S | $30
Wylie’s, a cozy pub, is a rarity in Summerhill. The
menu offers straight-up pub food and a good variety of suds. The dishes are uncomplicated, but well
executed. Appetizers, like calamari or vegetable
spring rolls, are markedly better than the greasy
standards. The cashew and shrimp stir-fry is light
on cashews, but mixes lots of shrimp with red and
green peppers, bok choy, green beans and fresh
basil. For the traditional public house experience,
choose classic fish and chips or the meaty 12-ounce
strip loin with grilled vegetables and mashed

| ATGRACE
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The Top Chef Canada contender on funny
sushi masters and divine French toast
My splurge
Claudio Aprile’s ever-changing
eight- or 15-course tasting menu
at Colborne Lane provides a unique
fine dining experience that’s difficult
to match in Toronto.
My fish fix
I go to Sushi Kaji on the Queensway.
Kaji himself is a very funny man and
a talented chef. His ingredients are
fresh, and the food is a major step
up from everyday sushi.
My favourite brunch
Origin’s French toast with duck
confit, blueberries, hoisin, sesame

seed brittle and sour cream is
excellent. The restaurant’s steak
and eggs with smoked hollandaise
is a close second.
My vote for best newcomer
Agave & Aguacate in Kensington
Market has a delicious ceviche.
It’s a food stall that feels like it’s
been lifted from Mexico City.
My pantry staples
There’s a great Italian store on
College called Festival. I like to pick
up dried pastas and peperoncini
there, and they have an amazing
blood orange juice.
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Wvrst | $30
Chef Aldo Lanzillotta’s modern “sausage
and beer hall and other wonders,” as he has called
it, is exactly what it sounds like: long, communal
plywood tables and bench seating run the length
of the stripped-down space that used to be Marc
Thuet’s convict-run restaurant, Conviction. There
are 18 house-made sausage options, from traditional
(Italian, boerewors, kranjska) to vegetarian (tofu
kolbasa that tastes like malnutrition) to game (venison, kangaroo and duck, which tastes like chicken
liver). The crowd is young and worldly, for the most
part: plaid shirts and Topshop playsuits who see the
delicious irony in conservative Bavarian-Italian fare
served on King West. The food is good, though limited—fennel-rich pork sausage, for instance, grilled
over a gas flame and topped with caramelized
onions on a grilled bun. The duck fat–fried french
fries are crispy and intensely potatoey, though
they’re only marginally different from the ones
fried in plain vegetable oil. The beer list, curated by
Stephen Beaumont of Beerbistro, is one of the best
in town, and includes bottlings from Quebec’s outstanding Dieu du ciel microbrewery, plus plenty
of local independents, like Flying Monkeys, and
one-litre steins of Pabst Blue Ribbon. 609 King St. W.
(at Portland St.), 416-703-7775.

my
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ITALIAN
AL FOGOLÂR S
The room’s dark-wood beams, plaster walls,
wrought-iron chandeliers and open hearth
(or fogolâr) create the feel of a traditional private
club—the ideal spot to celebrate a 50th wedding
anniversary or enjoy a family supper. Such classic
northern Italian fare as grilled polenta and salt cod
are artfully modernized. Fantastic pappardelle
comes with succulent roast pheasant and softened
cherry tomatoes tossed in a simple rosé sauce that
lets the rosemary flavour shine. A decent wine list.
Closed Monday and Tuesday. Mains $16–$37.
7065 Islington Ave., Vaughan, 905-851-1166. WV
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Aria Ristorante SSS
Telus Corp., the west coast telecom giant,
needed an anchor restaurant for the ground floor
of its new building on Maple Leaf Square. Rather
than leasing out to the highest bidder, however—
another Jack Astor’s, perhaps?—they hand-picked
Elena Morelli and Guido Saldini, the long-time
owners of Noce, an understated but excellent
neighbourhood place across from Trinity Bellwoods
Park. This was a fantastic choice. The cooking here,
from executive chef Eron Novalski and Matthew
Doerner, his talented sous, is wondrously refined,
for the most part, with clear, brilliant flavours and
presentation and just enough new ideas to give the
Old World–inspired menu a necessary breath of life.
The crudi—raw, lightly dressed fish—are some of
the best things on the menu: decadent, light, lovely
baby cuttlefish with angry red bird’s-eye chili slices
and dried red chili threads, for instance. The zucchini
fritti smells incredible enough to turn heads from
10 feet away. Pastas are mixed: chitarrine al profumo
di gamberi one night was far too al dente, and the
sauce felt dark and unfocused; the wild mushroom
ravioli are exquisite. Mains $18–$50. 25 York St. (at
Maple Leaf Sq.), 416-363-2742. WOV
BAR SALUMI | $30
Michael Sangregorio and Fabio Bondi’s
new satellite operation, a casual aperitif and salumi
lounge just three doors up from their popular Local
Kitchen and Wine Bar, is more of a stylish holding
area for prospective Local diners than a destination of its own. But for Parkdalians looking for a
glass of wine or a simple plate of cured meat, it has
its charms. The vibe is very Queen West: esoteric
decor (prosciutto hanging from the ceiling), laidback service and an ’80s-heavy playlist (Erlend
Øye). Bondi’s meats are good, though not entirely
memorable: on one night, his dilled capicola is

| ATAmAYA
HEMANTBHAGWANICHEF
Where the chef-owner of the Indian takeout
mini-empire goes to splurge and save
My everyday spot
I like to go to this small, inexpensive
Afghan place called Bamiyan Kabob
in East York that serves grilled meat
and fish. There are locations all over
the city. It’s a great place to have
a protein meal.
My current obsession
Lately, I’ve been really into burgers,
especially the Priest, with cheesestuffed and fried mushrooms, from
The Burger’s Priest on Queen East.
My sweet finish
I’m not really into desserts, but I do

occasionally enjoy a soft-serve ice
cream from McDonald’s.
My home base
I buy all my Indian groceries at Iqbal
in Thorncliffe Park. We do very simple Indian food in my home, mainly
vegetarian curries with kidney
beans or lentils.
My watering hole
You can find me hanging out in the
lobby bar of the Thompson Hotel.
I love a dry white from Burgundy
or a grüner veltliner from Austria.
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NADÈGENourian|CHEFATNAdÈGEPÂTISSERIE
Where the creator of meticulous pastries and delectable
sandwiches likes to eat and drink
My go-to indie
spots
I particularly like the
culture of independent
cafés in this city. Sam
James Coffee Bar on
Harbord has greatquality espresso.

My bistro
Elle M’a Dit on Baldwin
Street serves modern
Alsatian food. I love
the tarte flambé, a
thin, delicate flatbread
with crème fraîche and
bacon.
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his whims. He likes variety (there are 30 different
pastries and tarts at any time) and seems to have,
at his fingertips, all manner of exotic ingredients.
Come late summer, there are 18 ice cream, sorbet
and gelato options on display in the shop. Closed
Monday and Tuesday. 154 Harbord St. (at Brunswick
Ave.), 416-916-8155.

DUFFLET PASTRIES
Since opening her first café 28 years ago, Dufflet
Rosenberg has branched out with two additional
bakeries, created a line of packaged treats with
American distribution, garnered nods in such
publications as the New York Times and Bon Appetit,
and baked a birthday cake for Mick Jagger. But
sitting in the original Queen West café, all that
commerce melts away with the scent of warm
carrot cake. The feeling is both homey and haute.

My crustacean
fixation
I go to Oyster Boy on
Queen West whenever
I get a craving. They
prepare the best oysters in the entire city.

My night-out spot
There’s a very interesting Italian tapas
concept happening at
Terroni’s newest outpost, Bar Centrale.
Contemporary and
satisfying.

The sweets—lemon meringue tarts and chocolate
crackle bark among them—strike this same balance. 787 Queen St. W. (at Bathurst), 416-504-2870;
plus two other GTA locations.

Elm Hill Cookies
Most bakers know how to turn out
a cookie, but few make them as well as Janis Smith,
owner of Oakville’s charming shop devoted to the
doughy treats. Her creations are simple, classic and
delicious, and demonstrate attention to detail and
devotion to natural ingredients: the wild blueberry
jam, sandwiched between two perfect, buttery
lemon biscuits, is made in-house. Belly up to the
milk and cookie bar to enjoy the cookies like a kid,
with one of four kinds of milk—almond, cow, soy
or rice—or with loose-leaf tea or brewed coffee.
Closed Monday. 250 Kerr St., Oakville, 905-582-7400.

My other favourite
Italian
Noce on Queen West
is warm and cozy. The
owners, Elena Morelli
and Guido Alberto
Saldini, offer the most
delicious gnocchi.

EPI BREADS
Bayview’s gourmet row has some of the city’s best
meat and cheese, and thanks to this five-yearold shop, Gallic breads and pastries, as well. Fans
of Epi include chef David Lee, who orders custom
brioche buns to sandwich his burgers at Nota Bene.
The miche, a rye made from a medieval recipe,
is so large (three times the size of a typical loaf) it’s
mainly sold by the half ($5). Heat-and-serve meals,
such as beef bourguignon ($15) and shepherd’s
pie ($6–$11), are popular with the area’s retirees.
1526 Bayview Ave. (at Millwood Rd.), 416-488-1952.
FRANGIPANE
Owner–pastry chef Claudia Egger always dreamed
of having a European-style pastry shop, and now
her dream has come true. The shop’s namesake
(pastry cream made from almond paste) is well
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Where the hipster butcher king of Kensington Market goes for
a good meal and a stiff G&T
My burger bar
Kensington Burger Bar
on Augusta serves up
delicious stuff. I like
the straight-up
cheeseburger with
bacon, blue cheese
and mushrooms.

My local lunch
Latin American Emporium has the best
pupusas—corn tortillas stuffed with meat
and cheese, then fried
like a pancake and
topped with coleslaw
and a spicy sauce.
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salads are the perfect companions for a plump local
rotisserie chicken. A selection of produce, Ace
breads and Phipps desserts rounds out the options.
In warmer months, moms and kids come by for the
daily barbecue lunch held on the patio. 3269 Yonge
St. (at Roslin St.), 416-544-1729; 207 Danforth Ave.
(at Broadview), 416-320-8790.

Grace Meat Market
Clubs, ersatz Mediterranean restaurants and affluent yuppies have overrun the neighbourhood, but to
step into this shop is to rediscover yesterday’s Little
Italy. Stuffed tighter than one of its homemade
sausages, this butcher overflows with dried pastas,
spices, canned tomatoes and a variety of cheeses.
But the main attraction is still the beef, including
countless steaks and Old World cuts, like shanks
cut into fleshy discs perfect for osso buco ($6.99

My watering hole
The low-key Emmet
Ray Bar on College
Street is a great place
to get the perfect
drink—mine’s a gin
and tonic or gin cocktail.

My wedding
We had it at Woodlot,
and the meal was
exceptional: whitefish
and potato salad, a
trofiette/prosciutto
pasta, trout with
beets, and a strawberry panna cotta.

per pound). Foodies eagerly await the occasional
arrival of warm, fresh ricotta. 644 College St.
(at Grace St.), 416-534-7776.

HARTMANS FINE KOSHER FOODS
There’s a full-service meat counter here, and everything is cut in the back, so customers’ specifications
can be easily accommodated. Boston chickens come
in five marinades; briskets are pickled or regular
and are ready for the pot; and there are plenty of
satays and kebabs. The freezer holds an assortment
of kreplach, plus Ontario duck and Israeli chicken,
a whole bird sliced in a three-quarter-inch crosssection. A wide selection of prepared foods, like
barbecued chicken and chopper liver, makes it
easy to put together a tasty meal. Closed Saturday.
5988 Bathurst St. (at Steeles), 416-663-7779;
3500 Bathurst St. (at Sultana Ave.), 416-663-7779.

My steak joint
Barberian’s on Elm
Street makes some
really delicious steaks.
It’s been there for
50 years, so they obviously know what
they’re doing.

THE HEALTHY BUTCHER
Toronto carnivores have become more and more
demanding about knowing the wheres, whys
and hows of their meats, and no place in the city
answers these queries better than the Healthy
Butcher. The store radiates integrity, from the
grass-fed beef to the happy chickens to the heritage varieties of pork. Everything is organic
or naturally raised and locally sourced. Pork fed
on sheep’s milk whey is outstanding. 565 Queen St.
W. (at Portland St.), 416-674-2642; 298 Eglinton Ave.
W. (at Avenue Rd.), 416-674-2642.
JUST AN OLDE FASHIONED
BUTCHERY AND SEAFOOD
A handsome array of seafood boasts pristine fillets
of organic Irish salmon, Arctic char, Australian
ocean trout and ahi tuna from the Marshall Islands,
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